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My draft Manifesto for Experience Design is organized into three sections:  

• Orientation 
• Experience 
• Evaluation 

 
I am in the process of brainstorming – gathering ideas from my notes before distilling them 
down.  During the editing process, I expect to discover my essential point of view about 
Experience Design.  What a satisfying prospect.  Here’s what I have so far.  
 
Orientation 
 
This is a practical and logistical matter. A visitor can’t really experience a museum in the fullest 
sense without first getting comfortable and staying comfortable. 
 
1. Get off on the right foot.  Seamless way-finding is a high priority.  

 
Designers talk about orientation systems from the very first building or exhibit design 
meeting. Impacts to way-finding systems are constantly analyzed, as architecture is adapted 
to new exhibits and renovations. Different generations of icons, maps and other way-finding 
systems that do not function as an integrated whole are discarded. [learning, messing] 
 

2. Personnel are an integral part of a way-finding system. 
 
Personnel across departments and up and down the ladder, whether or not they spend much 
time out in the exhibits or with the public, can recite the one to three primary design 
principles behind the museum’s way-finding system. All levels of staff are prepared and 
encouraged to express their own sense of wonder with visitors if given the opportunity as 
they conduct routine tasks. 

 
Experience  
 
No one word in the English dictionary can describe the potential of a well-designed museum or 
exhibit to impact a visitor. Though often used, the word ‘learning’ is inaccurate at best and, at 
worst, misleading.  Expectations of traditional learning fall short of a visit’s potential and 
dangerously constrain the design process. A sense of wonder might be a better way to describe 
the potential. 
 
1. “Play” (things, objects, work) = Imagination (ideas, images) = Connection (prior knowledge) 

= Experience (increased knowledge, changed perspective, enlivened awareness, sense of fun, 
sense of seriousness) 
Children make connections through imagination sparked by play. Likewise, adults, properly 
prompted, become playful. [Richard Lewis; Messing, p69] 
 

2. Exhibits and programs are built as if collecting rather than giving information.  
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The visitor is at the heart of the museum experience. Staff, collections and message are in 
service to the process of visitors making meaning. Staff presence can be likened to servers at 
top-rate restaurants; instrumental, but not center stage. [Messing, p69]   
 

3. Visitors are engaged in a dialog.  
 
Exhibit and programming feel sincere rather than authoritative. A shift is introduced; roles 
can be reversed. People just like the visitors replace the voice and images of experts in 
videos and didactic. An exhibit can be just another visitor. 
 
Social interaction --- from the smallest of gestures to outright conversation or team work --- 
is encouraged. This interaction is integral in making the experience gel.  [Memory of 
History, p23] 
 

4. Visitors of varying readiness are oriented to a topic through multiple access points within an 
exhibit, its enveloping program and related online and in-house material. 
 
A visitor’s attention is established by whatever means desired. Then, advance organizers 
lead the visitor from the familiar to the unknown through multiple gates and down many 
paths. [Evidence, p38] The spirit of discovery and exploration is maintained by 
accommodating various levels of previous exposure to the topic. Different modes of learning 
are accommodated, as well. Labels are used primarily to orient rather than to advance a 
didactic agenda. [Messing…] 
 

5. A visitor tells his own story and creates his own theatre as he experiences an exhibit. 
 
People read and listen to narrative by relating it to their own story and experience.  Telling 
the narrative back, the listener takes ownership of the story. Narrative in this instance can be 
words, images, sounds, movement…  Narrative comes in many forms. Designers and content 
managers understand that while a visitor’s experience can be influenced, it cannot be 
controlled. This gate helps move experience from engagement and participation to 
empowerment and ownership. [Schwarz, Jenkins, HistMem, Work of M]  
 

6. Work at the edge. 
 
The edge sustains a sense of discovery and exploration. Edge is where patterns, connections 
and relationships reside.  Complexities, ambiguities, conflicts (the real story) are clear only 
at the edge. Paradox of remembering resides here. Compare, contrast; create resonance and 
personal interpretation. Designers don’t shy away from messy, but are vigilant about clarity.  
 

7. Insert technological elements seamlessly.  
 
Allow, without the slightest interference, even the most subtle and nuanced gesture of the 
visitor. Do not inhibit a natural sense of movement or expression.  For instance, though we 
spend a lot of time standing in them, lines are not natural. Designers are intentional about 
the inevitable need for queue. They find solutions that either do not involve lines or that 
involve lines that only produce a positive memory.  
 
Another instance: When designing program and exhibits, design teams first craft the content 
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itself as the primary means of engaging and sustaining interest. Only after content has been 
brutally honed do they think about how technology can enhance, rather than carry, the 
content.  
 
Also, adjacent technologies have an aesthetic flow just as other parts of a design do.  
 

8. More still to come…….. 
 
Evaluation 
 
1. Evaluation is not an afterthought.  Good evaluation is effortless.  

 
Rather than making the quarterly performance reporting schedule into a project of its own, 
performance tracking happens seamlessly in the coarse of things. Goal-relevant results are 
instead at the tip of everybody’s tongues. Good performance management could look like 
this:  
 
While walking to lunch one day, reflecting on recent project work, staff realizes that the 
combined results of a particular series of small accomplishments made a difference towards 
a strategic goal even though any one of the projects did not look that special. This kind of 
analysis happens because staff are able to internalize institutional goals at a cellular level. 
Effort is managed with such focus around these goals that people don’t think twice. Goals 
are meaningful to front-line staff. Accomplishments genuinely address goals; spin is not 
required. This unanticipated result seemed worth reporting.  At the quarterly performance 
review, staff representing all levels of personnel have an opportunity to integrate this type of 
information into the discussion and tracking system.  
 
With this level of ownership in institutional performance, staff present an uncanny attitude 
towards collective effort and getting work done. Milestones appear to be celebrated, but 
curiosity about how work just completed could be improved or partnerships forming could 
function better seem to drive work forward. Work proceeds asymptotically towards an ideal.   

 
2. Executive committees and museum management share a clear understanding of the theory 

behind the evaluation approach.   
 
If a goal were didactic learning, outcomes and indicators of success would be envisioned 
differently than if meaning-making were the goal.  The intention behind using indicators of 
success could be to show direction rather than target met.  [Evidence, p149-150] 
 

 


